
Welcome to the Languages Department at Monkseaton High School 
where we teach French & Spanish. You will study both in Y9.

We run a weekly Culture Café where we explore different world 
cultures, traditions, foods and languages! 

We love trips abroad and have recently visited Barcelona & the 
battlefields of Northern France.

We look forward to saying ‘Salut!’ & ‘Hola!’ to you in September!



Bienvenue 
dans la salle 
de classe de 

Madame 
Milner-

McLoone



Bienvenidos a 
la clase de 

Señora 
Graham



I’m Señora Graham,
I teach Spanish & French.

I love my home town of North 
Shields, especially the river 

but I also love to travel!

I went to St Thomas More 
High School where I learnt 

French & Spanish (I was 
always better at words 

than numbers!)

I studied Spanish at 
Leeds University. 
This gave me the 

opportunity to study in 
Madrid and live in 

Santander for a year.

I come from a big family 
(there are 8 of us) & 5 of us can 

speak a different language! 

I’ve worked at 
Monkseaton for 15 
years (oh dear, that 

makes me sound old!)

I help to run the 
school council which 

meets once a 
fortnight



I’m Madame Milner-McLoone.
I teach French and Spanish.

I’ve worked at 
Monkseaton for 5 

years.

I am half Northern 
Irish/half Canadian. I 
grew up in Northern 
Ireland but spent the 
summer holidays in 

Canada - this is where 
I first fell in love with 
the French language.

I studied French and 
Spanish at the 
University of 

Liverpool. This gave 
me the opportunity 
to study in Aix-en-

Provence in France 
and Buenos Aires in 
Argentina for a year.

Before I became 
a teacher, I 

worked as an 
English language 
assistant and an 
Au Pair in Paris.

I love discovering new 
cultures through travel, 

languages and of course, 
food!



Now tell us a bit about you!

1. What languages can you speak? (remember you don’t have to be 
fluent to speak a language!)

2. Have you visited France or Spain? If yes - tell us where/ if 
not - tell you where you’d like to visit!

3. Have you been on a school trip abroad? Tell us about it!
4. Is there anyone at home who can speak another language?
5. Would you be interested in coming to Culture Café?

Send your answers to Y8transition@monkseaton.org.uk



French choice board

Be confident with the basics; Click 

on the icon to find out more!

It’s important to know where we 
are in the world. Click on the world to 

find out more!

Broaden your cultural 
knowledge. Click on the 
cyclists to find out more!

Improve your pronunciation. 
Click on the speaker to practise

After each activity, click on the French flag to bring you back to this slide



Spanish choice board

Be confident with the basics; 
Click on the icon to find out more!

It’s important to know where we are in the 
world. Click on the world to find out more!

Broaden your cultural 
knowledge. Click on the dancer
to find out more!

Improve your pronunciation
Click on the speaker to practise

After each activity, click on the Spanish flag to bring you back to this slide



Try this quiz to test 
your knowledge of 
Europe

Learn about European 
capital cities here

Print and 
label this 
map

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BV4IXRcF57o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJZV7NC3TPs


Listen to these French tonguetwisters or ‘virelangues’
Try them yourself by pausing the video.
Why not record yourself saying one?

Click the flag to take you back to the task slide

Click on the speaker to 
hear the French alphabet 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EgViNp2ZqFQ


Listen to these Spanish tonguetwisters or ‘trabalenguas’
Try them yourself by pausing the video.
Why not record yourself saying one?

Click the flag to take you back to the task slide

Click on the speaker to 
hear the Spanish 

alphabet 

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/languages/audio_player/audio/spa/guide/alphabet/media/all.mp3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6jzG10jY-EM


Broaden your cultural knowledge

Use this website to learn more 
about Spanish culture, food & 
traditions;
https://www.euroclub-
schools.org/spanish-zone

Choose five facts to share with us 
in September

https://www.euroclub-schools.org/spanish-zone


Broaden your cultural knowledge

Use this website to learn more 
about French culture, food & 
traditions;
https://www.euroclub-
schools.org/french-zone

Choose five facts to share with us 
in September

https://www.euroclub-schools.org/french-zone


Know the basics

Use this website to revise the basics 
like numbers, days, months etc.
https://www.spanish.cl/Vocabulary/
Games.htm

Why not pick a topic and teach it to 
someone at home? You learn better 
that way!

https://www.spanish.cl/Vocabulary/Games.htm


Know the basics

Use this website to revise the basics 
like numbers, days, months etc.
https://www.languageguide.org/frenc
h/vocabulary/

Why not pick a topic and teach it to 
someone at home? You learn better 
that way!

https://www.languageguide.org/french/vocabulary/

